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Introduction
Labor rights abuses occur daily, with no person/body held accountable. Attempts of local
activists to protest these violations are often met with force. There have been limitations within
advocacy groups at the international level, who often lack much needed information from the
ground in order to build their case within the international arena. Therefore, Zamaneh Media
(Stichting Radio Zamaneh, ZM) has decided to monitor, analyze and publish on local labor rights
developments in Iran in a bi-monthly brief in both Persian and English. These bi-monthly briefs
detail the state of labor rights and legislation in Iran to develop alliances of knowledge sharing
in order to promote and build public pressure for the adoption and enforcement of
internationally-recognized treaties related to labor rights in Iran.
Zamaneh has identified several key areas of concern for Iran’s workers which will be prioritized
in these bi-monthly briefs to include: workplace security and health; discrimination in the
workforce and fair wages; labor legislation; women in the workforce; child labor; contractual
issues and unemployment; and freedom of association/unionization. Zamaneh monitors,
collects and reports labor news through our platforms on a daily basis. This brief is intended to
be a thematic ‘big-picture’ and is published in two languages to increase the knowledge and
awareness on workers situation in Iran.
The current and third bi-monthly report covers events in the approximate range of October and
November 2018. The newsletter does not claim to be inclusive of all labor events that took place
during this period.
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Organized Labor Strikes in the Past Two Months

In the past two months, the waves of strikes and labor protests continued in Iran. As the third
round of nation-wide strikes of the truck drivers ended, the Iranian teachers organized a strike
on 14th and 15th of October. Teachers staged another labor strike on 5th and 6th of November.
The workers of Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Agro-Industry Company (HSAI; commonly known as Haft
Tappeh Sugar Cane Complex) and Iran National Steel Industrial Group (INSI) in Ahvaz were also
on strike most of the past two months; in both cases, striking workers took to the street and
demonstrated in front of government buildings.
In addition, tens of worker strikes, sit-ins, and demonstrations were held every week in protest
against postponement and nonpayment of wages, lack of job security, privatization, and
decreasing capacity, disruption or blocking of production in various economic sectors.
As the labor strikes escalated to street protests and demonstrations, especially in Khuzestan
province, on the 26th of November, the head of the Islamic Republic Judiciary, Ayatollah Sadegh
Amoli Larijani threatened the protesting workers, saying that the "enemy" intends to put "labor
demands" into its service.
During the October and November 2018 labor strikes, sit-ins, protests, and demonstrations,
hundreds of truckers, teachers, and some representatives of the workers from Haft-Tappeh
Sugarcane Agro-Industry Company were arrested.
On 28 October, one month before the Islamic Republic’s head of Judiciary threatened Iranian
workers, Mohammad Shariatmadari replaced Ali Rabiee and became the new Minister of
Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare 1 (commonly known as Minister of Labor). Both Rabiee
and his replacement, Shariatmadari have ties to the intelligence community in the Islamic
Republic and started their political carriers working for intelligence bodies.
Even though the Iranian Statistical Center announced an increase in inflation rate of 34.9% in
the period of 23 October to 22 November and 32.8% in the period of 22 September to 23
October, the representatives of corporations, businesses and the government at the Supreme
Labor Council (SLC) did not agree to increase the minimum wage. The SLC is the state body that
often sets the annual minimum wage cut off in the spring. In October and November, the
workers’ representatives have asked the SLC to take into account the plunging Iranian Rial (IRR)
value and the increasing inflation rate and increase the minimum wage. As one of the workers’
representatives of the SLC puts it: "the minimum wage approved this year will only cover 28
percent of the costs of a household".
While independent economic experts believe that the liabilities of the current economic crisis
should be taken on by the governmental institutions, the financial sector and the parallel private
rentier institutions that have contributed to this disaster, the policies of Iranian officials and

1 The Ministry

of Cooperatives, Labor, and Social Welfare often shortened to Ministry of Labor under the government
of Hassan Rouhani is responsible for the oversight of regulation and implementation of policies related to labor, social
affairs, and social security. Ali Rabiee served as the Labor Minister from Aug 2013 and was impeached and removed
from office in Aug 2018. Hassan Rouhani introduced Mohammad Shariatmadari as the new Labor Minister.
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authorities continue to indicate that ultimately the workers are expected to pay the costs of the
crisis.
On 23 November, the Deputy of the Cultural and Social Affairs of the labor faction of Basij 2 of
the province of Tehran announced the re-launch of the organization’s “Sacrifice Shift Work” plan
(Shift-e Isar; in Persian). According to this plan, which was carried out in summer 2018 as well,
the workers are required to work one or two shifts without pay, to help solve the country's
economic problems. Basij which is the common name for a state-sponsored militia under the
umbrella name of The Organization for Mobilization of the Oppressed, is re-introducing
“Sacrifice Shift Work” plan at a time which the current average monthly salary of the Iranian
worker can only account for less than a third of their living costs and at a time that many wages
are past due or postponed for several months.

Khuzestan Workers Against State Directed Privatization

As of 26 Oct 2018, the workers of Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Agro-Industry Co. (HSAI; aka HaftTappeh Sugarcane Complex) started a new round of labor strikes which with the support of
female workers, workers’ families and the people of the city of Shush escalated into sit-ins and
street demonstration. HSAI workers who work in the company’s sugarcane mill, plantation as
well as associated agricultural lands, have been leaving work as a form of protest all last year at
different periods of time but the latest ongoing strike in October and November 2018 is thus far
the longest held by this group of some 4500 workers. The workers are demanding more than
four months of unpaid wages. They also blame the mismanagement of private owners as well
as the government for transferring the company to the private sector.

Haft-Tappeh workers and symbolic coffins

2 The Organization for Mobilization of

the Oppressed, commonly known as Basij is one of the five forces of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) consisting mostly of paid or unpaid militia volunteers. It has factions in all
governmental bodies, universities, cultural organizations including a labor faction that often has members in factories
and other production units. The militia members of Basij in factories conduct interventional policies put forward by
forces like IRGC or the office of the Supreme Leader to control the workers.
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Built in 1961, Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Complex is the oldest Iranian sugar and molasses
production company and has been the main producer of sugar in Iran for many years. In the
year 2005-2006 with the coming to power of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the newly formed
government decreased protective sugar tariffs, flooding the Iranian market with imported sugar
from foreign countries. These policies put the then governmentally owned HSAI in crisis. HSAI
was placed in the list of companies suffering losses and compiling dept. In 2015 the government
transferred HSAI to the private sector at a fraction of the real value of the plantation, the
sugarcane mill and the lands owned by the complex. The private owner has abandoned the
management of HSAI resulting in nonpayment or postponement of wages. Ever since, the
workers have been staging strikes, sit-ins and protests and are demanding the return of the
complex back to government ownership.
In summer 2018, it was reported that the main private shareholders of HSAI have changed
zoning 24,000 hectares of agricultural land owned by the company indicating that they want to
profit off the lands. Moreover, media outlets in Iran, as well as the Judiciary spokesperson,
confirmed that the names of two individuals who are the main private owners of HSAI are on a
list that the Central Bank of Iran (CBI) has published with the names of those who have pending
fraud charges against them related to Iran currency exchange market. The HSAI workers’
independent page on the messaging app Telegram then announced that it has been six months
that the HSAI owners have fled Iran.
Since the transfer of the HSAI to the private sector, which has exacerbated the pressure on the
workforce, Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Complex has been one of the main centers of labor and
union activism. Currently employed workers and retirees of HSAI have staged sit-ins, strikes and
protests, 300 times in the past three years to protest layoffs, temporary labor contracts, overdue
wages, union status, and tough working conditions. To the date of publication of this report, the
October and November 2018 ongoing strike stands as the 17th protest these workers have taken
part in since March 2017 and has set off a wave of solidarity between Iranian workers from Arak
to Kermanshah. Students from the Tehran University, Allameh University and the Amirkabir
University of Technology have also held sit-ins or meetings to support the Haft-Tappeh workers
and object to their suppression by security and police forces.
On 29 October 2018, Esmail Bakhshi, a representative of the workers delivered a speech that
went viral on social media, calling for workers to take control of the complex. Bakhshi called for
the "self-rule" of the complex and its administration under the supervision of the "workers'
councils." Ten days after, he was detained along with several other workers' representatives.
Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Agro-Industry Co. has nearly 2,900 fixed-contract workers, with a total
of 1,600 temporary contracted employees. In the sugarcane harvest season, the total number
of workers can reach a range of six thousand.
At the same time as the Sugarcane Complex workers of Haft-Tappeh, the workers of Iran
National Steel Industrial Group (INSI Group) in Ahvaz also began protesting in November. The
INSI Group has not paid its workers a total of three of the summer months’ wages and despite
the promises of resumption of production, the current owner, Bank Melli Iran, has halted the
production line.
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Iran National Steel Industrial Group’s ownership status is as ambiguous as that of Haft-Tappeh’s
Sugarcane Company.
The INSI Group with 3500 workers was transferred to the private sector in 2009. After the new
owner, Amir Mansour Aria (Mahafarid Khosravi) 3 was arrested, charged and subsequently
executed for his part in the 2011 Iranian embezzlement scandal, the INSI Group was first
managed by the Judiciary officials and then transferred to Bank Melli Iran.
During their recent rallies and demonstrations in the city of Ahvaz in Khuzestan, the INSI Group
workers chanted slogans in solidarity with the Haft-Tappeh sugarcane workers and protested
the arrests of their representatives.
The simultaneous protests of workers at the Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Complex and the National
Steel Industrial Group have turned the Khuzestan Province into the scene of the workers
protesting government-mediated "privatization" gone wrong. At the height of the protests,
Eshagh Jahangiri, the first vice president of Hassan Rouhani, who had traveled to Khuzestan
Province to inaugurate several construction projects, once again emphasized the need for "the
private sector to engage the battle in the country's economy." He had previously said that
privatization is "definite policy of the state" and "an ultimate way of healing the economy of
Iran."
Khuzestan is a province that is one of the main sources of Iranian oil and gas revenue but has
the third largest unemployment rate in Iran. According to official statistics, the unemployment
rate in Khuzestan province is 14.2% higher than the average national unemployment rate. In
addition to unemployment, the province has suffered destruction of infrastructure in the eight
years of Iran-Iraq war, has been facing drought and water crisis, is going through ongoing air
pollution and dust storms and much of its population face ethnic and religious discrimination.

The Story of the Privatization of a Bankrupt Hospital

The story of Imam Khomeini Hospital in Karaj can be used as a parallel analysis for the abovementioned government mediated privatization that often goes wrong in Iran.
Imam Khomeini Hospital’s privatization is the story of the insistence of Iranian policymakers and
economic officials to use privatization as a means of disposing of governmentally-owned
bankrupt enterprises. By transferring bankrupt institutions, companies, and enterprises to the
private sector, the government rids itself of the burden of paying past due wages and depts.
Imam Khomeini Hospital in Karaj, with 250 beds and about 600 staff, is one of the most equipped
hospitals in the country for angiography, but today with over 100 to 130 billion tomans (100

3The

Iranian Judiciary attributed the 2011 Iranian embezzlement scandal to Amir Mansour Aria saying that he
embezzled 3,000 billion tomans (around two billion USD at the time) by using government links and forged documents
to obtain credit from Iranian state and private banks. He then used his relations with government officials and the
illegally obtained money to purchase state-owned companies that were being transferred to the private sector. He
was charged with “corruption on earth” and executed on 24 May 2014.
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million USD 4) of debt, it has been practically shut down and salaries of workers and employees
have not been paid for six months. Some employees have reported delayed payments for up to
a year.
Over the past two years, about 300 workers and employees of Imam Khomeini Hospital in Karaj
have staged 29 protests and sit-ins in front of the hospital. In October and November 2018, the
hospital workers protested the status quo during sit-ins from 29 September to 6 October; 11-12
October; 14 October; 19-22 October; 26-28 October; and 1 November. The hospital workers are
calling for the government to be held accountable for the state of the hospital's ownership, as
well as stopping its transfer to the private sector.
The main shareholders are the governmental NGO, Alborz Municipal Collaboration Organization
(Sazman-e Hamyarihay-e Shahrdari-e Alborz), the Alborz Governorate and the Foundation of
Martyrs and Veterans - that all receive funding directly from the annual national budget. On 22
October, the director of the hospital and the managing director of the Alborz Municipal
Collaboration Organization, announced the transfer of the hospital to the private sector at a cost
of 217 billion IRR. They added that the deferred wages of workers and employees will be paid
soon by the private sector owners. According to reports, the buyer is a "medical group" that
must accept the hospital’s mounting debt.
More than a month after the release of the news of the transfer, there has not been any change
in the situation of the hospital workers and to the date of publication of this report, past due
wages were not paid.

Teachers’ National Strike

On two occasions, on 14 and 15 October, and then on 13 and 14 November with a call from the
Coordinating Council of the Iranian Teachers' Trade Association, teachers took part in a national
strike. On both occasions, the teachers' participation was widespread and from all over the
country. In some rural schools and underserved areas, teachers went on strike as individual
members of the trade association.
Some of the main demands and concerns of the Iranian teachers' in this nation-wide strike were:
the failure of the government to provide fair funding for the implementation of the
Management of Public Services Law; 5 the failure of the government to further the cause of the
Teachers' Ranking Bill; 6 funding for job security and increase in salaries; the embezzlement
4 The Iranian Rial (IRR) has lost over 70% of its value in the summer of 2018. It even reached an exchange value of
190,000 against the US dollar. At the time of publication of this report the USD was being exchanged in the market
for 130,000 IRR. With the fluctuating value of IRR, representing values in USD in this report will not indicate the
increase or decreases of values of goods and wages. As such values will be presented either in IRR or in Iranian Toman
– the unofficial currency of the country at a rate of 1 Toman = 10 Rials. Unless otherwise noted all currency values
are in Tomans.
5 The Law on the Management of public Services contains 128 articles and 106 notes, was approved in 2006 in
accordance with Article 85 of the Iranian Constitution. This law demands enough government funding allocation for
public education among other public services.
6 Teachers' Ranking Bill was introduced in the Ministry of Education under Hassan Rouhani presidency and it intends
to implement a set of qualification criteria to rank teachers based on education, experience, expertise and more. The
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related to Teachers Savings Fund and plundering of teachers’ savings; 7 and the policies of
commodification of education.

Teachers on strike in Isfahan

The teachers also demanded elimination of discrimination from the structure of the educational
system, the right of all Iranians to public education in accordance with Article 30 of the Iranian
Constitution and the freedom of teachers’ union representatives who have been arrested. The
teachers asserted their right to organize and to go on strike. Subsequent to these strikes over
100 teachers were summoned, interrogated or arrested in various cities of Iran, and many
received threatening messages.
Teachers' protests over the past two months were not limited to these two national strikes. On
the1st of October, a video of a teacher in the city of Qom went viral in which the teacher holding
a protest placard talking about the hardships of a teacher’s life, expressed that he wants to
commit suicide. One day later, on October 2nd, several teachers from Bojnourd organized a
street sit-in in northern Khorasan province to protest their life conditions. The teachers blocked
a street in the city, asking officials to pay attention to their demands. On 10 October, forty
implementer of the bill will be the Ministry of Education and it intends to introduce a rating and ranking system.
Ministry of Education has submitted the bill to the government and is asking for allocation of budget for an
experimental round of implementation; however, the ranking system is not yet put into use. Teachers are hoping to
use these professional qualifications ranking system to fight for more funding and salary raise. The bill must be
approved by the parliament for implementation.
7 Teachers Savings Fund with over 800,000 teachers as members is savings and investment plan in which members
receive an annual interest as well as benefits. Since 2013, the fund has been subject to criminal investigations after it
became apparent that the government-appointed heads of the fund have embezzled teachers’ savings. In 2016 more
embezzlement charges were brought against individuals in charge of this fund. One member of the parliament who
has been leaking information about this criminal investigation has told reporters the embezzled funds reach a range
of 14-15 trillion IRRs.
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preschool teachers from the city of Izeh, gathered to protest the conditions of their contracts
and employment status in front of the office of the governor in Khuzestan.
While the Iranian education system faces a shortage of nearly 70,000 teachers, according to the
Minister of Education, this ministry refuses to recruit contract teachers. On 16 October,
residents of the village of Cheshmidar in the central district of Sarvabad County, Kurdistan
Province did not send their children to school in protest of teacher shortage in this underserved
area with a population of 1300.
The government's solution to the problem of teacher shortage and schools not having teachers
in underserved areas is a proposal to hire full-time teachers as opposed to contract teachers.
The government also wants to increase current teachers working hours, a plan strongly opposed
by teachers in their second round of nationwide strike in November.
In addition to the above mentioned nationwide strikes, in the summer of 2018 teachers took
part in an online video campaign in which they set their paychecks on fire to demand a 20%
wage increase. The Iranian parliament and Guardian Council approved a 20% increase in salaries
of government workers, but despite this approval, the government did not implement the plan.
The virtual video campaign was a symbolic gesture to show that the teachers’ paychecks are
worthless in the current economic conditions of the country.
The two strikes of October and November are not the only teachers’ protests in which arrests
were made this year. On 10 May 2018, security forces arrested more than 10 teachers among a
group that had gathered in front of the Management and Planning Organization of Iran (MPO),
a governmental establishment responsible for managing the national budget. In this gathering,
the teachers protested their low salaries in light of the recession and the rising prices. They also
objected policies of the commodification of education. Of those arrested, six received
sentencing including prison time and corporal punishment of lashing in September 2018.

Water and Wastewater Department as well as Municipal
Workers' Protests

In the months of October and November 2018, city workers in the province of Khuzestan were
particularly active in demanding their rights. Many of those who protested and came to the
streets of Khuzestan in various cities were demanding payment of deferred wages. The city
workers are some of the lowest government workers in Iran and many of them work for
subcontractors the government hires. Most city workers who staged protests have not been
paid wages between four to eleven months. In the city of Lali, the workers demonstrated with
an empty tablecloth to show how empty their dinner tables are and that they can no longer
afford food for their families.
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TABLE: City workers’ strikes and protests across Iran in the months of October and November
Province

Protesters

Protest
Demands or
Issues

Date

Number
of
Protesters

Form of Protest

Khuzestan

Shadegan
Municipality
Workers

9 months of
deferred
wages

5th and 6th
of October
19th
October,
2ndand 3rd
of
November

50

Gathering and sit-in;
in front of the
municipality and the
provincial
government office;
blocking the
entrance of the
buildings

Khuzestan

Workers of the
Rural Water
and
Wastewater
Department of
Khuzestan
Province

7 to 12
months of
nonpayment of
wages and
benefits

6th October

Unknown

Gathering in front of
the building of the
Water and
Wastewater
Department

Khuzestan

Abadan Rural
Water and
Wastewater
Department
Workers

11 months
of nonpayment of
salaries and
benefits

9th and 10th
of October

Unknown

A sit-in in front of
the city of Abadan’s
Rural Water and
Wastewater
Department. The
workers also spread
a tablecloth in front
of the department
to symbolize the
empty dinner table
of workers

Khuzestan

Municipality
Workers of
Masjed
Soleiman

4 months of
deferred
wages

12-20
October

70-100

Strike

Khuzestan

Shushtar
Municipality
Workers

6 months of
deferred
salary and
nonpayment of
insurance
premiums

15-17
October

300-400

Gathering in front of
the municipality
building and not
collecting city
garbage in some
districts as a form of
protest
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Khuzestan

Workers at the
Lali Water and
Wastewater
Department

4 months of
deferred
wages

15-17
October

Unknown

Strike

Gilan

The City and
Municipality
Workers of
Lushan

7 months of
deferred
wages

23 October

80

Speaking to media

Khuzestan

The City
Greenspace
Workers of
Ahwaz District 1

Nonepayment of
wages or
deferred
payments

23 October

Unknown

Strike

Qazvin

Municipal
Workers of
Alvand

Nonepayment of
wages or
deferred
payments

10
November

Unknown

Gathering in front of
the municipality
building

Kurdistan

Sanandaj
Municipality
Greenspace
Workers

5 months
nonepayment of
wages or
deferred
payments

11
November

Unknown

Gathering in front of
the municipality
building

Esfahan

Kashan
Municipality
Greenspace
Workers

Change of
the private
contractor
working for
the
Municipality

11 -14
November

Unknown

Gathering in front of
the city council
building

Khuzestan

The
Municipality
Workers of
Khanafereh in
Khuzestan
Province

6 months of
deferred
wages

13 and 22
November

Unknown

Gathering in front of
the municipality
building

Lorestan

Borujerd
Municipality
Workers

8 months of
deferred
wages

9
November

70

Gathering in front of
the municipality
building

Kermanshah

Municipal
Workers of
District 7 of
Kermanshah

4 months of
deferred
wages

21& 22
November
and

Unknown

Gathering in front of
the municipality
building
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Khuzestan

Lali
Municipality
Workers

11 months
of deferred
wages

23-27
November

30

A four-day strike; a
sit-in at one of Lali’s
main squares along
with
demonstrations
towards the
Judiciary Building.

In addition to municipality employees, a group of public service employees of the Office of the
"Justice Shares" plan also protested with organizing a sit-in. "Justice Shares" plan is a subsidized
equity shares which was created 12 years ago under the government of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
with the goal of selling equity shares of government-owned factories and businesses to small
business and individuals of lower income at a lower price. It was a model of helping with
entrepreneurial development, job creation and privatization as well as fighting poverty. The
program worked under the Iranian Privatization Organization and at the time it hired 1500
administrative employees mostly from lower income rural areas, people with disabilities and
women who were heads of households.
It became apparent in October 2018 that 1500 employees of this office have not received any
payments for their work in the past 42 months. A group from this office organized a sit-in in
front of the Management and Planning Organization of Iran on 6-10 October demanding the
payment of their deferred salaries. The group who carried a symbolic coffin of the "Justice
Shares" plan to symbolize the failure of this project to even pay for its own employees, also
demanded that the administration of Hassan Rouhani be responsible for implementing the plan.
The government of Hassan Rouhani is closing the offices associated with "Justice Shares" plan
with no real prospect of creating other jobs for those employees who have been working for the
program.

Transportation Workers’ Protests

Since the beginning of October, the truck drivers have gone on their third strike which has
rapidly expanded to 381 cities, disturbing the distribution of fuel and commodities in some parts
of Iran. During the protests, 270 drivers were arrested by security forces and in some
jurisdictions, judicial authorities threatened detained drivers with "maximum punishment" as
well as "capital punishment".
On October 14th, it was announced that the "High Council of Transport Coordination 8" at its last
meeting agreed with one of the drivers' demands: to calculate freight fares based on weight and
distance. After this, the Iranian Truck Driver Association, as well as Road Transport Workers
Alliance, announced a "temporary" halt to the strike. However, periodically some continuations
of the truck drivers’ strike at various locations were reported until November.

8

Also known as the Supreme Council of Transport Coordination
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Among the demands of truck drivers in this round of protests and strike were: "increasing
pensions and taking into account the difficulty of work;" "reducing the price of tires and spare
parts;" "increasing the transportation fees by 70%;" "removing intermediary dealers and brokers
from cargo terminals;" and "monitoring road police and officers’ misconducts."
On 27 Oct, the council of workers of the Islamic Republic of Iran Railways (IRIR) and the Freight
Railway Transportation Company (under IRIR) called the third round of strike and protests.
Infrastructure maintenance workers organized scattered strikes in various cities and stopped
working for five days including in the cities: Andimeshk, Shahroud, Damghan, Semnan,
Islamshahr, Robat-Karim, and Karaj. The workers in these cities also protested non-payment of
their wages, uncertainties in labor contracts, lack of job security and hard working-conditions.
There are 6500 workers working in the department of infrastructure maintenance under IRIR.

Truckers on strike

TABLE: Other workers’ strikes in the transportation sector in Oct and Nov 2018
Province

Date

Form of Protest

Protested for

Protesters

Khorasan
Razavi

6 Oct

Rally in front of Khorasan
Razavi Provincial Governor’s
office

Deferred salary

Sarakhs Railway
Workers
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Zanjan

16 Oct

A gathering at Zanjan
governorate

The increasing domination of
online taxi-app companies –
urbanization

Taxi drivers and
private Taxi drivers.

Tehran

21 Oct

Gathering in Tehran
congregational prayer
arena, “Mossala-ye
Tehran,” and writing of a
petition against the transfer
of city road transport
services of goods and
freight to the private sector

Against the Tehran Islamic
Council's decision to transfer
city freight and cargo
transportation to private
contractors

Pickup Truck
workers of Tehran

Tehran

21 Oct

Gathering in front of the
City Council of Tehran

Against city of Tehran’s
Restricted Traffic Boundary
zoning and regulations

City Passenger
Minibus Drivers of
Tehran

Kurdistan

23 Oct

Rally in front of Municipality
of the city of Marivan

Against the low cost of the
taxi fare and fare calculations

Taxi Drivers of
Marivan

Tehran

3&4
Nov

Rally in front of the private
contractor’s office

Six months of non-payment
of deferred wages and lack
of job insecurity

Line 6 workers of
Tehran Metro

Khuzestan

11 &
12 Nov

Rally in front of the private
contractor’s office

17 months non-payment of
wages and lack of job
insecurity

City Train Workers
of Ahvaz

Labor Protests in the Industrial Sector

Reducing production capacity, halting of production lines, laying off workers, non-payment of
wages have become the repeating negative patterns in the lives of the workers of Iran; especially
after government mediated transfer of production units to the private sector. The recent
currency shock, the plunging value of IRR and the resumption of US sanctions against Iran have
accelerated this trend.
The fluctuating and rising value of the USD against IRR has facilitated the withdrawal of foreign
auto industry companies such as Renault, have halted production in Iran both because of losses
and in order to comply with US sanctions. Iran’s auto parts manufacturing is also in crisis- an
industry that has been consistently active in Iran.
The head of the Association of Auto Parts Manufacturers, Maziar Beyglu, announced on 26 Nov
that from March to Oct 2018, over one hundred thousand workers have been fired or laid off in
the auto parts manufacturing industries. Beyglu insisted that if there are no fundamental
economic interventions to save these industries, the number of workers losing their jobs can
reach the range of 400,000.
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Iran Casting Industries (ICI) and Armco, Engineering Parts and Sales Services Co which are both
auto part manufacturers located in the Kaveh Industrial City, in Saveh are both operating at 20%
of their production capacity. Armco has not paid workers their wages in the past three months.
According to the Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade, auto manufacturing has dropped 46% in
the period of 23 Sept to 23 Oct 2018 when compared to 23 Aug to 23 Sept 2018. On 17th of
November, Arta wheel Tire Industrial Complex (former Goldstone) closed its plant in Ardabil
province and as a result, 1,500 workers lost their jobs. On 19th of November Iranian private
automaker Kerman Automobile Manufacturers Company, laid off 85 workers from its branch in
the city of Bam known as Bam Khodro. According to Hadi Shahsavarpour, the governor of Bam,
about 200 workers of the company have been laid off in the past two months.
TABLE: Labor protests in manufacturing industries in Iran in Oct and Nov 2018
Provinces

Type of protest

Reasons for the Protest

Protestors

Date

Arak

Gathering in
front of the
provincial
governor’s
building

Privatization of the company
and transfer of shares to the
private sector by the
government.

2 & 3 Oct

Yazd

Gathering in
front of the
Yazd governor
building
Rally and
gathering in the
factory and
gathering in
front of the
provincial
governorate
Strike

Four months of non-payment
of wages and workers dismissal
by forcing leaves.

Workers of the
“EhyaSanat” plant in
Arak under the
umbrella of Wagon
Pars work for
making and
repairing of Iran’s
railway's
infrastructures.
Maybod Tile
Workers

17 months of non-payment of
wages.

Iran Electricity
Meter
Manufacturing
Company workers

15 Oct

Four months of non-payment
of wages
Non-payment of the workershareholders dividend.

Shadegan Steel
Workers
The workershareholders of Iran
PoplinTextile
Factory in Rasht

16 Oct

Non-payment of deferred
wages that were due in 2013.
Not paying salaries and
benefits as of five years ago

Workers of
RanginNakh Textiles
in Semnan

25 Oct

Ghazvin

Khuzestan
Gilan

Semnan

Rally and
gathering in the
administrative
premises of the
factory
Rally in front of
the Semnan
governor’s
office
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11 Oct

24 Oct

when the production unit was
shut down permanently.
Khorasan-e
Razavi

Rally in the
premises of the
factory

Qazvin

Talking to the
media about
the workers
who were laid
off and the
deferred wages
The issue of
deferred wages
was reflected in
the media
Strike and
street protests

Qazvin

Khuzestan
Qazvin

Strike

Deferred payment of wages,
lack of job security and not
transferring 5% of the shares of
the company as mandated by
the laws of privatization.
Dismissing of 15 workers and
six months of non-payment of
wages.

Workers of Mashad
Wheel Mfg CO.

27 Oct & 6
Nov

Workers in the paint
making factory, Pars
Pamchal Chemical
Co

29 Oct

18 months of non-payment of
wages

Workers of Osve
Industrial Group of
Iran

4 Nov

Three months of non-payment
of wages, privatization, halting
of the production line
Six months of non-payment of
wages.

Workers of Iran
National Steel
Industrial Group
Workers of Pars
Crankshaft of
Takestan (Pars
Millang)

10 NovPresent
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18 &19
Nov

Labor Protests in Mining, Energy, Oil, and Gas

Aghdarband mine workers in Sarakhs located in Khorasan-e Razavi province have not received
any payments in 14 months. Kashan Dual Fuel Power Plant workers in Isfahan province have had
their payments deferred for eight months now. On 31 Oct, the workers of Kashan Dual Fuel
Power Plant went on strike to protest work conditions demanding immediate payment of their
past due wages and benefits.

Mine workers in Abbasabad, Mahallat express support for Haft-Tappeh strikers

TABLE: Labor protests in the energy sector in the months of Oct and Nov 2018
Province

Protest form

Protested for:

Protesters

Date

Hormozgan

Strike

Qeshm Heavy Oil
Refinery workers

17 Oct

Khuzestan

Workers of a drilling
company, Well
Services of Iran
Workers of Farabi
Petrochemicals in
Mahshar

21 Oct

Khuzestan

Gathering in
front of the
company
Strike

Five months of deferred salary
and non-payment of wages;
not implementing articles of
workers’ protection from the
Labor Law (companies and
production units in Free Trade
Zones are not bound by Labor
Law in Iran)
Seven months non-payment of
wages.

Khuzestan

Strike

Abadan Refinery
transportation
workers

29 Oct

Deferred salary and failure to
implement the employee
classification regulations as
mandated by the Labor Law.
One month of deferred salary
and failure to implement
minimum wage increase as
mandated by labor regulations
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20-31 Oct

Kermanshah

Hunger Strike
as well as a
rally on the
premises

Low wages, non-payment of
wages, non-payment of
productivity bonuses and
unfair employment conditions

Bisotun
Petrochemical
Contract Workers

9 Nov

Labor Protests in the Food Industry

On 17 Oct, workers of PakAra Dairy factory in Sanandaj, Kurdistan announced that some of their
colleagues have been forced to take mandatory leaves and they fear that this is the start of a
layoff. The factory’s director denied this.
The most significant labor protest over the past two months in the food industry other than that
of the workers of Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Agro-Industry Company covered earlier in this report
was the rally of Jahan Cooking Oil workers. More than 100 workers of Jahan Cooking Oil factory
staged numerous sit-ins and rallies in front of the provincial governor of Zanjan’s office. Starting
from 11 Nov and for ten consecutive days, the workers of Jahan Cooking Oil were protesting
eight months of deferred payments and 28 months of non-payments of insurance premiums.
The directors of this plant shut down the production line at two different periods last year and
fired several workers. The number of workers in this factory has dropped from 600 in 2013 to
about 130 in 2017.
Also, as of 14 November, Ardabil's TasnimNoush Drinks was shutdown leaving 56 workers
without jobs.
TABLE: Labor Protests in Construction and Infrastructure Development (October and
November 2018):
Province
Western
Azerbaijan

Kohkiluyeh
and Boyer
Ahmad

Form of the
Protest:
Strike and
gathering in
front of the
provincial
governorate

Protesting for

Protestors

Date

Six Months of
non-payment

Workers working for Naja
Corporation Foundation's
Construction and Power
Generation Company (a company
related to The Law Enforcement
Force of the Islamic Republic of
Iran) and the contractor for
Tabriz-Urumiya freeway
construction project.

18 Oct

Rally in the
premises of the
factory

10 months of
non-payment

Cham Dam Construction Workers
at Chamshir, Gachsaran

23 Oct
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Kurdistan

Strike

Eight months of
non-payment

Workers of the Saghez-Bukan
Highway Construction Project

11 Nov

MazandaranTehran

Strike

Four months of
non-payment,
problems with
room and board
that was part of
the contract of
workers.

The contract workers of Taloun
Construction Company (affiliated
with the Mostazafan Foundation
of Islamic Revolution) and the
contractors of the Tehran-North
Freeway Project

26 &27
Nov

East Isfahan Farmers Do Not Have Water

Isfahan farmers are caught in the middle of a climate crisis, a management disaster and the
state’s military and security response to the problem of water shortage, as the farmers'
resources are depleting, and they are becoming poorer.

Agricultural workers in East Isfahan

In the past two months, the province of Isfahan has witnessed large-scale protests of farmers.
The new round of Isfahan farmers' protests began on 22 September 2018. East Isfahan farmers
in Khorasgan, Qahdrijan, FouladShahr, ZarinShahr, Varzaneh, Kushk, Najafabad, and other towns
and villages protested by parking tractors and agricultural machinery in the main squares and
streets of the cities or by setting up protest tents.
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On 22 and 23 November, farmers in Khorasgan and Ziar (both cities in Central District of Isfahan
County, Isfahan Province) gathered in protest while they were wearing burial shrouds. 9 On 25
November, Ziar farmers who were protesting a shortage of water ended up breaking the main
water pipeline that travels from Isfahan to Yazd Province. Security and police forces attacked
the Isfahani farmers after breaking of the pipeline and suppressed the protestors.
This round of farmers’ protests in Isfahan is related to the failure of governments at a local as
well as the national level to agree on their water management policies and to fulfill the promise
of providing enough water for the autumn cultivation in Isfahan. Farmers are protesting the
management and distribution of the water coming from ZayandehRud River. 10 The farmers in
Isfahan province have been opposing the transfer of ZayandehRud water to other provinces
including the neighboring Yazd province.
In this round of protest, the Isfahani farmers are specifically calling for the implementation of
the 2014 resolution of the Supreme Council of Water on the revitalization of ZayandehRud basin
and the arable lands around this watershed. The implementation of this nine-article resolution
has so far been neglected. The Supreme Council of Water’s 2014 resolution about ZayandehRud,
calls for the allocation of province-based water rights, determining the amount of water for the
provinces of Isfahan, Yazd and Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari and preventing unauthorized water
usage and allocation. The resolution also prohibits any new allocation of water rights from the
source of ZayandehRud.

A worker in East Isfahan, after clashes with security forces

9

Wearing burial shrouds as a form of protest is rooted in Shiite traditions and it symbolizes martyrdom.
By wearing burial shrouds the protesters announced that they are willing to die for their cause.
10
A highly disputed water body, ZayandehRud starts in the Zard-Kuhof the Zagros Mountains in the
Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari Province. It then flows 400 kilometers eastward to the Gavkhouni swamp in
Isfahan province.
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The water conflict over ZayandehRud involves the farmers in the three above-mentioned
provinces, provincial authorities, local authorities, as well as National policymakers. On 22
October, Hamid Reza Tabatabai, Deputy of Political and Security Affairs of Isfahan Governorate,
declared that ZayandehRud water will be supplied for the arable lands on the condition that
there is "sufficient rainfall in Isfahan and Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari" and on the condition that
"the volume of water reservoir behind the river dam reaches 350 million cubic meters." A day
before the provincial authority’s comments, at the national level the Minister of Energy, Reza
Ardakanian also said: "We hope that for the current year, with better weather conditions
predicted by the Meteorological Organization, we will be in a position to allocate water and
provide water rights for the second fall cultivation”.
Hasan Kamran, the representative of the people of Isfahan in the Islamic Consultative
Assembly, 11has accused the Ministry of Energy of selling the water right of farmers of East
Isfahan to the industrial sector as well as the Armed forces.
According to Article 44 of the Fair Water Distribution Act (adopted in 1983), the government is
required to compensate farmers for any damages sustained because of inefficient allocation of
water rights. The government promised that farmers that the Management and Planning
Organization of Iran (MPO) would approve bank loans for a period of three-year and that part
of the damage sustained by farmers because of water shortage would be compensated through
emergency grants.
Farmers, however, say that only some of them, who had registered farmer's account known as
Daftarcheh Keshavarzi, 12have received up to 500,000 tomans of grants so far.
It has been reported that 300,000 farm-workers of Eastern Isfahan have lost jobs because of the
shortage of water and the management crisis related to the allocation of water rights. Some of
these unemployed agricultural workers are now on social assistance under Imam Khomeini
Relief Foundation (IKRF). 13 There are also reports of increased migration from small towns and
rural areas due to unemployment.
In the past two months, besides the farmers of Eastern Isfahan, sugar beet growers in Shush in
the province of Khuzestan and sugar beet growers in Piranshahrin the province of West
Azerbaijan have gathered in protest in front of respective sugar companies of these two cities.
The sugar beet growers were demanding deferred payments and benefits for crops that they
had delivered to the sugar companies. The farmers of the Aghili District in Gotvand County,
Khuzestan Province protested for the shortages of diesel fuel for their tractors and machinery.

11

National legislative body of Iran also called the Iranian Parliament or the Iranian Majlis.
These are farmers’ accounts that the farmers can apply for with their local Ministry of Agriculture Jihad
offices.
13
Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation is one of the governmentally funded social assistance organizations
in Iran. Established on 5 March 1979 the organization’s main objective is providing services and relief to
those living under poverty and not covered by other social assistance programs.
12
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Retired Workers’ Protests

On 14 October, a group of retired workers organized a protest rally in front of the Management
and Planning Organization of Iran (MPO). Around the same time, in Isfahan and several other
cities, retired workers organized gatherings to protest many pension payments falling to the
poverty line. The protesters also raised concerns over disruptions and irregularities in retirees’
health insurance and the lack of enforcement of the Law on Equalization of State Pensions.
Adopted in 2017 the Law on Equalization of State Pensions requires MPO to allocate funds so
that the government can increase the payments of those under the national pension plan so
that it can be more equalized and so that it can get closer to the mean salary of working
government employees. Even though the government and MPO officials have been promising
the implementation of the Law on Equalization of State Pensions, retired workers under the
national pension plan have not yet seen an increase in payments.
On 27 November, hundreds of retirees in Tehran gathered in front of the building of the Ministry
of Cooperatives, Labor, and Social Welfare, calling for the government officials to respond to
their demands. The protesting retired worker also demanded the release of teachers that
security forces had arrested in earlier protests.
According to official statistics in Iran, the gap between the minimum and maximum retirement
pension payments is quite large with the max payments being as 20 times higher. In addition,
the monthly income of at least 70% of retirees and pensioners in Iran is lower than the poverty
line. According to Rahmatullah Pourmusa, a labor rights activist, 60% of Iranian retired workers
receiving pension and benefits from the Social Security Organization (SSO) live on the minimum
pension income alone.
On 13 August 2018, more than 13,000 retired workers on the pension plan wrote an open letter
to members of the Iranian parliament as the administration of Hassan Rouhani criticized their
lack of concern in Iranian pensioners' economy and livelihood.
TABLE: Scattered Gatherings and Protest against Unemployment (October and November 2018)
Province/city

Date

Protesters

Type of Protest

Protested for

Golestan/
Aliabad Katoul

10th and
11th Oct.

Seasonal agricultural
workers of tobacco
farms and Aliabad
Katoul’s Tobacco
Company

Rally and gathering in
front of Aliabad
Katoul’s Tobacco
Company

Unemployment and
government
assisted
transferring of
company to the
private sector

Khuzestan/Behba
han

12th Oct.

A group of citizens of
city of Behbahan

Rally in the Friday
prayer’s
congregational arena

Unemployment and
lack of job
opportunities for
local indigenous
youth
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Khuzestan/Hovey
zeh

5th Nov.

A group of young
citizens from
Hoveyzeh

Rally and gathering in
front of the South
Azadegan Oil
Company

Unemployment and
lack of job
opportunities for
local indigenous
youth

Ilam/Dehloran

17th Nov.

A group of youth from
the city of Dehloran

Rally in the city of
Dehloran

Unemployment and
lack of job
opportunities for
local workers in
Dehloran oil and
gas companies

Kohgiluyeh and
Boyerahmad/Yas
uj

17th Nov.

A group of youth and
other citizens in Yasuj

Rally in front of the
provincial
governorate of
Kohgiluyeh and
Boyerahmad in Yasuj

Poverty and
unemployment

Suppression of Trade Union Activities and Workers' Associations

Iran has not ratified International Labor Organization’s (ILO) conventions C098 (Right to
Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention) and C087 (Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organize). However, Iran has adopted the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) as well as the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR). Despite all these binding conventions, Islamic Republic of Iran does not
tolerate activities of independent labor unions, it explicitly refuses to recognize the right to strike
and protest for workers, and it practically suppresses every worker’s protests by employing
security forces and making arrests.

Sepideh Gholian, civil rights activist, arrested at Haft-Tappeh
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On 10 November, the fourteenth day of the strike of Haft-Tappeh sugarcane workers, security
forces arrested 18 workers and a civilian activist. Among those arrested was Esmail Bakhshi, one
of the workers' representatives who was active in leading the protests as well as a civilian
activist, Sepideh Gholian. Bakhshi was released with workers’ pressure more than a month later
on 12 December on a hefty bail. For all the 17 workers who have been released on bail so far,
criminal judicial case has been opened. Sepideh Gholian was still in detention when this report
was completed.
The workers of Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Agro-Industry Company have been mostly protesting in
front of the government building in the city of Shush. The response has been suppression of the
workers and targeted arrests of key figures. Aside of the 18 who were arrested; the ministry of
intelligence office in Shush has so far called 20 workers for interrogations. During the ongoing
strike of the sugarcane workers, the city of Shush police commanded a ban on any gathering in
the city. Two days after the ban on 29 December, security forces arrested Ali Nejati, the
Chairperson of the Board of Directors of the Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Complex Worker’s
Syndicate. It was announced that the charges against Nejati, similar to charges brought against
Bakhshi are related to "national security." It is not clear what the two men have been charged
with yet. During Bakhshi’s time in detention, reports were published that indicated he had
sustained physical injuries and as result was transferred to hospital – a matter which 25 lawyers
have expressed concerns about.

Teachers on strike

According to the Coordinating Council of the Iranian Teachers' Trade Association, the security
forces in Iran arrested at least 12 teachers during the second round of strike of teachers on 13
and 14 November. Among those arrested was Mohammad Reza Ramezanzadeh, the secretary
of the Teachers 'Association in the province of Northern Khorasan, who was also arrested during
the teachers' strikes in October, and then released on bail.
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At least 30 other teachers were summoned and interrogated by security forces. Many more
were summoned to the Security Offices within the Ministry of Education school systems and
were threatened with dismissal or expulsion. Some of the teachers are still in detention since
the first round of the strikes in October.
On 14 October and on the eve of the first strike of teachers, Abdolreza Ghanbari, a former
teacher and former political prisoner in Karaj, was arrested and transferred to Evin Prison. This
is not Ghanbari’s first arrest; he was arrested during the 2009 Green Movement protests and
sentenced to death by Branch 15 of the Islamic Revolutionary Court of Tehran. Ultimately
Ghanbari’scapital punishment death sentence was reduced to 10 years after several trials and
he was released after serving six years due to the newly adopted Islamic Penal Code and changes
to the law. But now, after Ghanbari’s most recent arrest, the sentence that he has completed
was reexamined and increased from 10 years to 15 years imprisonment in re-trial by Branch 28
of the Revolutionary Court.
Abbas Vahedian, a writer and teacher activist in Mashhad, has been detained for unknown
charges since 11 October. After the first round of teachers' strike in October, security forces
arrested Hashem Khastar, a member of the board of directors of Mashhad Teachers' Association
and imprisoned him against his will for a period of 19 days in a mental hospital.
Esmail Abdi and Mahmoud Beheshti Langroudi and Mohammad Habibi and Roohollah Mardani
are among the teachers who are still in prison at the time of completion of this report. In
October, Manouchehr Seraj, a labor activist and a member of the Iranian Metalworkers Union,
was sentenced to one year in prison on charges of attending protests last year. In the same
month, security forces arrested Zanyar Dabaghian, a labor activist in Sanandaj.
On 31 October, Branch 26 of the Revolutionary Court upheld the convictions of Ebrahim Madadi,
vice chair of the Syndicate of Workers of Tehran and Suburbs Bus Company (SWTSBC). In the
summer of 2016, Madadi was sentenced to five years and three months of imprisonment. This
union activist is over 60 years old and suffers from diabetes, high cholesterol, and blood
pressure.
Also, Behnam Ebrahimzadeh, a labor activist who was arrested on 17 August when he was
assisting with the relief work for earthquake victims in Kermanshah was summoned to court.
Ebrahimzadeh was released on bail on 11 September, however, he was again summoned to the
Dalahu County, Kermanshah Province Revolutionary Court on 26 November for further
interrogation. Summoning of the citizens by phone is against the law in Iran and the defendant
must receive a written summons to appear before the court or any other investigative body. In
November, labor activist Ezzat Nasri was sent to Saghez prison in order to complete his threemonth conviction. Also, in early November, seven workers at the Meydok Copper mine in
Shahrbabak, Kerman province, were arrested for participating in a protest rally.
At least 270 drivers were arrested by the security and the judiciary forces in the third round of
truck driver strikes that started in late September. Striking drivers received threatening text
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messages. Some were threatened that their "fuel quotas will get cut off." Road Maintenance
and Transportation Organization of Isfahan also announced that it will discontinue the fuel
quota and suspend the truck cards of drivers who had not picked up loads and were striking.
The Iranian judiciary also strongly threatened striking drivers with tough punishments.
TABLE: Threats of High-Ranking Iranian Judicial Officials against Protesting Truck Drivers
The Threat

Position

Name of The
Official

Date

Ali Salehi accused the truck drivers on strike
of disrupting public order and security,
blocking public roads, deliberate destruction
of public property and contributing to the
insecurity on motorways, road and country
roads. He also said those on strike might be
“enemies of god” which is a crime punished
by death within the Islamic Penal Code.

Prosecutor at
Public and
Revolutionary
Court of Shiraz

Ali Salehi

25 Sept

Abbas Jafari Dowlatabadi said that some of
the road closures as a result of the strikes can
be punishable by Article 653 of the Islamic
Penal Code which is about road piracy and
suggests a very hefty punishment for the
perpetrators. The Islamic Penal Code
considered piracy to be an act of
"moharebeh" or animosity towards God and
punishes it in accordance with the judgment
of the judge with punishment such as
execution or cutting off the right hand and or
the left foot among other punishments.

Prosecutor at
Public and
Revolutionary
Court of Tehran

Abbas Jafari
Dowlatabadi

26 Sept

Mohammad Ja'far Montazeri accused those
who are inflaming the strikes and
encouraging the drivers to join, of creating
public fear and piracy which can be punished
by execution in the Islamic Penal Code.

The Attorney
General

Mohammad Ja'far
Montazeri

27 Sept

Ahmad Khosravi Vafa said that those who are
disturbing the transportation of fuel and
goods "will be subject to severe judicial
punishments and will most likely be penalized
for such deeds."

Chief Justice of
Isfahan
Province/Head of
Isfahan Judiciary

Ahmad Khosravi
Vafa

28 Sept

Ali al-Qassi Mehr said that those who are
disrupting the security of Fars province roads
and preventing truck traffic can be
prosecuted for road piracy and corruption on

Chief Justice of
Fars
Province/Head of
Fars Judiciary

Ali al-Qassi Mehr

28 Sept
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earth. Both those charges are punishable by
death according to Islamic penal code.

Gholam Hossein Mohseni Ezhei said those
who incited by the enemies are disrupting
transportation should be "aware that they
will be facing a severe punishment."

First Deputy of
Judiciary (of Iran)

Gholam Hossein
Mohseni Ezhei

29 Sept

Dadkhoda Salari cited the Islamic Penal Code
and referring to the truck drivers’ strike said:
"the legislator in article 286 of the Islamic
Penal Code has assigned any actions that
disturb the public order of the country as
animosity against God and corruption on
earth." He added that if actions of the
protesting drivers are not considered in light
of laws regarding animosity against God,
according to Article 610 of the Islamic Penal
Code, it can be regarded as acting against
national security and punished by 2 to 5 years
in prison. If looked upon as the disruption of
order, then in accordance with Article 618
they can be punished with 3 months to one
year of imprisonment and 74 lashes. As far as
the destruction of public property in
accordance with Article 677, they will be
sentenced to six months to three years of
imprisonment.

Prosecutor at
Public
Revolutionary
Court of Central
Kerman

Dadkhoda Salari

29 Sept

Yadollah Muvahed repeated the allegations
of "moharebeh" and "piracy" and said he will
investigate the driver’s charges and makes
sure that the cases are expedited.

Chief Justice of
Kerman
Province/Head of
Kerman Judiciary

Yadollah
Muvahed

30 Sept

Mehdi Ghavidel called the striking drivers
"opportunists" and said those who are
damaging fuel and goods trucks on the roads
can be charged with road piracy and
animosity against God which is punishable by
death.

Prosecutor at
Public and
Revolutionary
Court of Zarand

Mehdi Ghavidel

30 Sept

Mohammad Sadegh Akbari said that the
charges against those that are compromising

Chief Justice of
Hormozgan/Head

Mohammad
Sadegh Akbari

1 Oct
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the safety and security of roads are piracy
and corruption on earth.

of Hormozgan
Judiciary

Sadegh Amoli Larijani said that those
individuals who abuse the demands of
truckers to disturb road safety and destroy
public and private property and cars will be
severely punished

Head of the
Judiciary (of Iran

Sadegh Amoli
Larijani

1 Oct

Mohsen Karami referring to the 17 trukers
that were detained, said that the provincial
prosecutor's office in Qazvin "will demand
the most severe punishment for these
people, and if they are convicted of animosity
against God, severe sentences like death will
be issued for them."

Head of Qazvin
Prosecutor's Office

Mohsen Karami

8 Oct

The prosecution of the labor activists, poor prison conditions for detained workers, and the lack
of regard for international treaties and convention when it comes to worker’s rights and the
freedom to form independent labor organizations are not the only obstacles that the Iranian
workers face. In November, members of the Syndicate of Workers of the Tehran and Suburbs
Bus Company, after attempts by security forces and government-affiliated workers'
organizations to hold a parallel general assembly, warned in a statement about the
"Government Security Project of Fake Unionizing".

Minister of Labor: An Office with Security Links

The Ministry of Cooperatives, Labor, and Social Welfare (often shortened to Ministry of Labor)
is responsible for the oversight of regulation and implementation of policies related to labor,
social affairs, and social security in Iran. In the current cabinet of Hassan Rouhani, two ministers
have so far been appointed to this position and they both have close ties to the intelligence and
security organizations in the Islamic Republic. Appointment of security/intelligence figures as
ministers of labor in Rouhani's administration reflects the security outlook of this government
when it comes to workers' issues.
Ali Rabiee became the Minister of Cooperatives, Work and Social Welfare as soon as Hassan
Rouhani announced the list of his cabinet in Aug 2013 and served in this position until 8 Aug
2018, when he was impeached and subsequently removed from office by the Iranian parliament.
Hassan Rouhani introduced Mohammad Shariatmadari as the new Labor Minister.
Shariatmadari used to be the Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade in the current government
and on 28 Oct 2018 he received the vote of confidence from the parliament to serve as the new
Minister of Labor.
Shariatmadari’s Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade came under fire when some of his deputies
were arrested in relation to the currency crisis in August and September 2018. The possibility of
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impeachment increased when it was disclosed that Shariatmadari’s ministry was involved in the
widespread corruption of the recipients of the currency at a value of 4200 tomans per USD when
the street price was nearly three times this value. But before the parliament made any moves
to impeach Shariatmadari, he stepped down from office. Only a short while after resigning,
Rouhani appointed Shariatmadari to the seat of another ministry, bypassing the threat of
impeachment.
What the two ministers have in common in their public service résumé and their political
background are close ties to intelligence networks of both Ministry of Intelligence and the
intelligence agency of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).
Ali Rabiee, known as "Brother Ebad", was a member of the Revolutionary Guards, Deputy
Minister of Intelligence and head of the secretariat of the Supreme National Security Council
(SNSC) where he also served as the head of implementation affairs and had other posts as well.
Mohammad Shariatmadari is also very close with Mohammad Reyshahri, the first Minister of
Intelligence (1984 to 1989). Reyshahri and Shariatmadari were members of a core group who
after the 1979 revolution dissolved the Organization of Intelligence and National Security and
started running the new Ministry of Intelligence in 1983.

Kurdish Human Mules: Victims of Discrimination and
Underdevelopment

On the mountainous borders that separate Iran from Iraq and Turkey, locals often from Kurdish
towns and villages find work by becoming human mules or Kulbars (literally means one who
carries large loads over one’ shoulder in Persian) carrying smuggled goods between the
countries. Unemployment and lack of access to social services and insurance, has made this
dangerous job a source of income for tens of thousands of households in the Kurdish regions of
Iran including in West Azerbaijan, Kurdistan, Kermanshah, and Ilam. Labor law experts argue
that Kulbari and the practice of becoming human mules in the Kurdish region of Iran is the result
of the lack of development and discriminatory policies of the Iranian state in these areas.

Kulbars (human mules)

On 27 May 2018, Jalal Mahmoudzadeh, the representative of the city of Mahabad in the Iranian
parliament said that the estimated number of Kulbars in Iran is about 80,000 people. As for their
average monthly income, Mahmoudzadeh said that each Kulbar makes around 300,000 to
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350,000 tomans or around 35 USD. The per trip fee for carrying of goods is 80,000 tomans and
less than 7 USD, according to Mohmoudzadeh.
The government of the Islamic Republic of Iran has increased the presence of border patrols in
the borders with Iraqi Kurdistan after the 2017 Iraqi Kurdistan independence referendum.
Iranian border patrol troops often treat the civilian human mules with force and they consider
them a security threat.
The government, in order to address the growing outrage regarding the mistreatment of
Kolbars, had promised a plan in the spring of 2018 to allocate fund for a program to help out
with the situation of Kulbars and with an insurance plan for them. However, on 15 October
Hossein-Ali Zolfaghari, the deputy minister of interior said that the illegal carrying of goods by
means of Kulbari is an "illegitimate" job and is an illegal act that is a form of "trafficking."
Zolfaghari added that if Kulbars are caught while engaging in "illegal entry of goods" and making
an unauthorized cross over the border lines, they will be shot.
Following this announcement by the officials of Interior Ministry, Iran's border guards have been
more violent in dealing with the Kulbars, and an increased number of guards shooting human
mules has been reported since.
These violent measures are taking place in times that according to official statistics, the
unemployment rate in the Kurdish regions is higher compared to Iran's average unemployment
rate. The human mules are inevitably forced to become Kulbars because of hard economic
conditions of the region. Each year, a number of Kulbars are either injured or killed by border
guards, or by falling to their death in the mountains, or by stepping on landmines planted during
the Iran-Iraq war period.
According to Center of Democracy and Human Rights in Kurdistan, 63 Kulbars were killed or
wounded during the last three months (September, October, and November) either by shots
fired by the border patrol, or by falling from a height in the mountains or as a result of the
explosion of landmines.
From 23 Oct to 22 Nov, the Iranian border guards killed 5 Kulbars and injured 13; two Kulbars
were killed falling from a height and due to the frost conditions in the mountains. From 23 Sept
to 23 Oct, Iranian law enforcement officers took the life of six Kulbars and injured 13 more. A
total of four were wounded and killed in the mountains from frost conditions or falls or mine
explosions. From 23 Aug to 23 Sept, there were 24 reported deaths or injuries among Kulbars,
15 of which died because of shots fired by Iranian patrol soldiers. Nine were killed or wounded
by landmine explosions, falls or frost. According to an annual report released by the Iranian
Human Rights Activists, from spring 2017 to spring 2018, 46 Kulbars were killed by border guards
and 58 more were wounded as a result of border patrol attacks.
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Kulbars

Mohsen Biglari, the representative of Baneh and Saqqez in the Islamic Consultative Assembly,
pleaded for the Kulbars and called on the government officials saying now that you are not doing
anything to create jobs in the Kurdish regions, "at least give Kulbars permission to transport
goods without dealing with them with force." Biglari continued to say that the conditions of
Kulbars’ lives are extremely hard: "while the dollar is rising, and goods are not selling, the Kulbars
are making a much lower income; at least allow them to have this low income."
Mikail Seddiqi, the head of the Marivan and Sarvabad Construction Workers' Union said that he
anticipates an increase in the number of human mules in the coming months: "the cold seasons,
are times of unemployment for construction and seasonal workers." He added the number of
Kulbars will increase in the winter months: "a couple of months of unemployment for a
construction worker who does not have an unemployment insurance or any support services,
leaves no choice for the worker but to head for the dangerous and cold mountains of Kulbari."

Women Workers

In the recent protests of the workers of Haft-Tappeh Sugarcane Agro-Industry Complex, women
had a significant presence: women workers, male workers' wives and the families of HaftTappeh workers started taking part in the protests as of 14 October, gathering in front of the
governorate building of Shush. And from that day on, women have been present in the HaftTappeh protests.
The video of one of these women workers, who gives a speech on behalf of Haft-Tappeh workers
has gone viral in social media. This woman invites the workers from all across Iran to join the
workers of Khuzestan province: "I want to ask all the members of trade unions all around the
country and all the workers who, like us, do not have bread and butter these days and are
subjected to humiliation in front of their women and their children to join our strike."
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Gender Wages Gap in the Agricultural Sector

The Statistical Centre of Iran, on the 30 October, released the results of the center's research on
the average wage in the agricultural sector in the summer of 2018. According to this report, the
average daily wage of a male farm worker was 57,000 tomans and the average wage of a female
farm worker was 42,000 tomans, indicating a difference of 15,000 tomans. The average wage of
a male pruner was 54,000 tomans, and the average wage of a female pruner was 41,000 tomans.
The Statistical Centre of Iran research shows that the highest wages in the agricultural sector
were for work that requires physical strength and includes mostly male-dominated jobs; for
example, delimiting and irrigation work is considered labor intensive and have the highest daily
wages. The lowest wages belong to fruit pickers and crop reapers, which is mostly done by
women with an average daily wage of 42,000 tomans and 35,000 tomans respectively.
Daily wages for rice field laborers is relatively high. In rice fields, even though seedling planters
have traditionally been female in Iran, female laborers receive less from their work compared
to their male counterparts. In Gilan province, the daily payment for a male rice seedling planter
is 117,000 tomans. A woman seedling planter in the same province receives an average daily
wage of 93,000 tomans for equal work.
The gender wage gap is also associated with other injustices and other forms of discrimination
for female workers as the women farm laborers do not generally receive contracts and insurance
premiums for their work.

Women's Unemployment

The Statistics and Strategic Information Center of the Ministry of Cooperatives, Labor and Social
Welfare reported on 22 Oct that the number of unemployed women in Iran has increased by
25% over the past seven years – that is from 2011 to 2018. The report says that the number of
unemployed Iranian women has increased from 830,996 to 1,037,000. It adds that in 2017,
32.3% of the total unemployed populations in Iran were women.
Critics say that an increase of 200,000 unemployed women in seven years is based on the
government's particular definition of unemployment and the real numbers of unemployed
women in Iran are far greater than this. The Statistical Centre of Iran, as well as the Ministry of
Labor, consider anyone who works even one hour a week in various economic sectors and
receives a wage for this work as employed. Child labor is also counted. In addition, those
employed in home-based businesses and even interns are considered employed.
According to the Ministry of Labor, the unemployment rate for women over the years 20112018 has increased every year except for the year 2014. During these seven years, women's
economic activity and the number of women in the workforce have increased, but their
unemployment rate has also increased.
In the year 2017, women accounted for 19.7% of the economically active population.
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The unemployed population in Iran has had a mean annual growth of 1.8% in the last seven
years. The unemployment rate for women has an average annual growth rate of 3.8%, reaching
more than 32% in the year 2017.

Housewives Joining the Workforce

The harsh economic conditions and decreasing purchasing power of Iranian families have led
many women who used to be housewives to enter the labor force accepting lower wages than
the minimum wage. In cities, women work more in small manufacturing units, and in rural areas
in the agricultural and handicraft sectors. In both these sectors, women's job security is a
concern as most women work without contracts and rely on same day pay jobs.
On 5 November, Mikail Seddiqi, the head of the Marivan and Sarvabad Construction Workers'
Union and a member of the Marivan and Sarvabad Workers 'and Guild Teachers' Association in
Kurdistan province, said the number of female human mules (Kulbars) and women construction
workers has increased in Iranian Kurdistan due to economic and livelihood conditions.
According to Seddiqi, in the Kurdish regions in Iran about 80 percent agriculture, husbandry and
irrigation jobs are done by female laborers. But now the water crisis, the closure or suspension
of agricultural production units and factories has increased poverty in Kurdistan forcing to turn
into hard labor jobs like construction and Kulbari.
Women laborers in the construction sector, small manufacturing, and agriculture often do not
work with contracts and employers do not grant them even the minimum of labor rights.

Government Policy: No to Wage Increase, Yes to Basic Goods
Basket

In March, the Supreme Labor Council (SLC), in a long and excruciating process, set the minimum
monthly wage to 1,114,140 tomans (nearly $130) for the current year. With the addition of
overtime hours and some benefits, it comes to 1,600,000 tomans. The average cost of an urban
household last year was at least three times the minimum wage, according to the Statistics
Center of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Last February when the Supreme Labor Council was in
session, the independent labor organizations called for a minimum wage of 5 million tomans.
Workers' representatives at the Supreme Labor Council in June announced a plan to revise the
minimum wage and compensate for the decline in purchasing power of workers in response to
currency shock, inflation, and economic crisis.
In July, it was announced that the trilateral representatives of labor, employers, and the
government agreed on an increase of 800,000 tomans to be added to the minimum wage; later
it became clear that, if approved by the Supreme Council, this won’t be paid in cash but only in
the form of ‘a basic goods voucher.’
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Despite all these promises, to this day the plan has not been officially approved by the Supreme
Labor Council. For a long time, the Council did not hold any further meetings. Eventually, on
November 13, the representatives gathered again in the wages committee and again failed to
produce any tangible results. Prior to this meeting, Faramarz Tawfiqi, head of the wages
committee within the Supreme Labor Council, had warned about the negative role of the
‘yellow’ syndicates associated with the government. According to the latest calculations, the
proposed salary increase of 800 thousand tomans approved by the trilateral representatives
needs now a readjustment to the amount of one million and 260 thousand tomans.
Ali Khodaei, a labor representative at the Supreme Labor Council, has recently said: "The wages
set this year only cover 28% of the cost of a household." According to Article 41 of the Labor
Law of Iran, the inflation rate and the household's basic goods basket (the per capita
consumption of food and necessities of a household) are the two indexes for computation of
wages. Workers’ representatives estimate an increase of 87.23% in the cost of a basic goods
basket during this period. The gap between minimum wage and the cost of basic goods basket,
taking also into account the child and housing benefits, has more than doubled within a year.
The inflation rate in Iran has not only kept its upward trend in the last two months, but it has
also rather accelerated, even more so than in the previous months. While President Hassan
Rouhani asserted in Parliament that “(the claim of) hyperinflation is false” (October 27th), the
Central Bank announced that inflation rose in September to 15.9%, and 36.9% point-to-point.
According to the Central Bank, the inflation rate in October 2018 was 18.4% over a twelvemonth period while point-to-point inflation reached 39.9%.
According to the International Monetary Fund (November 13th), due to US sanctions, inflation
in Iran may exceed 40% by the end of 2018. Some independent economists are worried about
"hyperinflation." Johns Hopkins University economist Steve Hanke estimates the current rate of
inflation in the Iranian economy to be 117%. According to Hamid-Reza Imam-Gholitabar, the
Inspector General of the Assembly of Representatives of the Workers, which consists of
representatives of government-run workers' organizations, the real rate of inflation in July, was
about 300%.
Increasing inflation, and the government's and employers' resistance to wage increases, have
emptied the table of wage earners more than ever. According to the Statistical Centre of Iran,
the prices of some food items such as tomato paste, and banana have increased by 227.8% and
168.2% respectively within a year. The latest Central Bank report shows that the average price
per square meter of a residential unit in Tehran in November was 91.5% higher than last year.
Average rental rates in Tehran have also risen by 17% since November of last year. According to
the spokesman for the Association of the Household Appliance Manufacturers, since the
beginning of the year, domestic appliance prices have risen by at least 80%, and the cost of
imported appliances rose more than 150%.
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TABLE: The increasing cost of food basket in the past 10 months published in Iranian stateapproved press
Food Item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Total

Assorted
bread
Rice
Pasta
Assorted
beans
Potato
Vegetables
Assorted
fruits
Red meat
White
meat
Eggs
Dairy
Cooking oil
Sugar
Tea

Daily
Consumption
in Gram
310

Calories
(1000)

Price 2017
In Rial

8220.01

Price
2018
>22 June
8220

Price
2018
>28 September
9864

Price
2018
>2 November
9864

789

95
20
26

339
72
91

8410.08
771
2190.375

8830
1002
2400

10206
1202
2688

10624
1202
2761

70
300
280

57
85
141

1230.41
8030.42
10480

1340
9080
15196

2030
1385
19370

2030
1385
19370

38
64

106
82

15200
6540

20520
7129

24050
6920

24050
7003

35
250
35
40
10
1563

45
207
315
155
-2573

4910
16750
2250
1350
4790
68,695.295

7596
18844
2455
1550
5796
101,786.000

7596
19786
3191
1750
5796
115,834.000

7596
21764
3586
1820
5796
118,850.000

Despite the sharp rise in prices and the unprecedented reduction in the purchasing power of
the workers, representatives of employers and the government oppose the adjustment of
minimum wages accordingly. "Compensation for the purchasing power of workers by increasing
wages in these economic conditions will ultimately lead to workers unemployment," said
Hossein Salahvarzi, deputy chair of the Chamber of Commerce on 20 November. Earlier,
Mohammad Baqer Nobakht, Chair of the Planning and Budget Organization, tacitly expressed
his disapproval of any wage increases.
The current administration of Hassan Rouhani's solution to compensate for the decline in
purchasing power of low-income families wasn’t a wage increase but the distribution of basic
goods packages. The plan was approved by the government in late October and its first phase
was launched by the Ministry of Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare on November 12th.
According to the plan, the government intends to pay 100 to 300 thousand tomans to
households with a monthly income of less than 3 million tomans, in three steps for the purchase
of basic goods from designated stores. The target groups of this three-stage plan are,
respectively, clients and beneficiaries of the Welfare Committee of the country, government
employees, and ultimately workers and wage earners that are covered by Social Security
Insurance.
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Workplace Accidents

According to official statistics, the number of casualties due to workplace accidents in the first
six months of the current year grew by 38% compared to the first six months of last year in
Hamedan province and grew by 20% in Tabriz province.
According to the Mazandaran’s coroner’s office, 12 workers died in this province in September
due to work accidents. The highest casualty rates belong to provinces of Tehran, Isfahan and
Khorasan Razavi, respectively.
On July 29, the National Forensic Office’s Public Affairs announced that over the past 10 years,
15,997 people have died in accidents at work. Earlier in January, Hassan Hashemi, the Minister
of Health, said that an average of 2000 people die every year from work-related accidents, which
is more than six people a day.
Official statistics related to work accidents in Iran are not only contradictory but also include
only workers who are subject to labor law and covered by social security while most victims of
work-related accidents are precisely those who have no insurance coverage. Falling from
heights, impact by hard objects, burns and asphyxiation are among the most important causes
of work-related accidents in Iran. According to Ali Mozaffari, Director General for Labor
Inspection at the Ministry of Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare, 98% of the work-related
incidents can be prevented. Only a small number of these incidents are reflected in the official
mainstream media.
TABLE: Incidents that have been reported in the Iranian press for a period of 50 days (from
September 23 to November 11)
Description
A fire at Karaj Commercial
Complex led to the death of a
guard.
A worker died while digging a
well.
A construction worker fell from
the fourth floor and died.
A well digger died, inhaling gas
fumes
A worker was killed falling from
height during walnut picking.
Two railroad workers died when
hit by a freight train.
At Sepahan Cement Co, work on
factory’s waste treatment led to
the death of a worker and the
severe poisoning of three others.
Another worker was killed while
digging a well in a private home.

Count
2 Deaths

Location
Golshahr/Karaj
Pishva/Varamin

Date
23 September 2018

1 Death

Amirabadshomali/Tehran
Songhor/Kermanshah

24 September 2018

3 deaths

Javanrood/Kermanshah
Naghdeh/Western
Azerbaijan

26 September 2018

2 deaths
3 injuries

Mobarakeh/Isfahan
Kashan/Isfahan

30 September 2018

1 Death
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A forester was injured when he
fell in a protected area in
Khorram Bid.
An animal feed worker fell into
the feed funnel and choked to
death.
11 workers were poisoned due to
carbon monoxide gas spill in a
refinery.
A cab driver died when his car
crashed and fell in the water
drain on the Chaloos Road.
A village worker was buried and
killed under the rubble in the
wake of the demolition of an old
clay house.
Mine worker in Paroodeh Coal
Mines was killed by coal spills.
A forester was injured when he
fell from Kabirkouh heights in a
protected zone.
A sewage worker went into coma
due to poisoning with methane
gas in a canal.
A construction worker fell from
9th floor and died.
Another died when an unfinished
building collapsed.
A chromite mine worker killed
when parts of the mine collapsed.
Two construction workers injured
on Kargar-Jonoobi Street in
Tehran.
Waste injury, kulbar worker
(border porter), the border town
of Sardasht.
A contract worker for Bukan
municipality's green space died in
the security guard’s room of the
city's coastal gardens.
A well-digger buried alive deep in
the ground under the mud when
working in a water reservoir.
23 injured in an explosion at Saba
Battery Factory in Semnan.
A construction worker fell from
the fourth floor and died.

1 injury

Khorram Bid/Fars

2 October 2018

3 deaths
11 injuries

Bandar
Turkoman/Golestan

6 October 2018

Sangar/Gilan
Chaloos/Mazandaran

1 death

Namileh Village
Malayer/Hamedan

7 October 2018

1 death
1 injury

Tabas/Southern
Khorasan

8 October 2018

Abdanan/Ilam
1 injury

Abadan

9 October 2018

2 deaths

Pol Mahit Village
Kermanshah

10 October 2018

1 death

Soghan-Arzuiyeh
County/Kerman
Tehran

12 October 2018

1 injury

Sardasht/West
Azerbaijan

14 October 2018

2 deaths

Bukan/West Azerbaijan
Khaf/Khorasan Razavi

15 October 2018

23 injuries

Aradan/Semnan

16 October 2018

1 death

Hamedan

20 October 2018

2 injuries
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A train collision with a staff
member at the Kermanshah train
station led to his death.
2 diggers died deep inside a well
in Amirabad neighborhood,
Tehran.
A fisherman drowned in waters
near Lavan Island.
Five workers died after a hospital
wall collapsed in Kahrizak; seven
others were injured.
A tar tanker exploded in the
industrial town of GonbadKavoos,
killed one worker and burned 2
others severely.
A fire at the control tower of
Imam Khomeini Airport injured
four.
11 workers at Babol’s industrial
slaughterhouse were wounded by
ammonia tank explosion.
Three workers were injured in a
19-story commercial-residential
building under construction in
Kooh-Sangi Street, Mashhad.
A fire at a poultry farm on the
Jooybar Road, Hajiabad, killed
one and injured three workers.
A worker at the Nargesi oilfield
killed in a driving accident.
Two workers of the eastern
Gorgan Electricity Distribution
Service lost their lives during their
work.
A young Sardasht border-porter
(Kulbar) died after falling from
the mountain.
Two fishermen were killed, and
two others injured as a result of a
boat fire in the waters of the
Oman Sea.
A gas company worker was killed,
and two others injured when
repairing a gas pipe in Jareh and
Bakadeh, Kazeroun.

1 death

Kermanshah

24 October 2018

3 deaths

Tehran

25 October 2018

Lavan Island/Persian
Gulf
5 deaths
7 injuries

Kahrizak/Tehran

27 October 2018

1 death
2 injuries

GonbadKavoos/Golestan

28 October 2018

4 injuries

Tehran

31 October 2018

11 injuries

Babol/Mazandaran

1 November 2018

3 injuries

Mashhad

4 November 2018

1 death
3 injuries

Mazandaran

5 November 2018

1 death

Bushehr/Bushehr

6 November 2018

5 deaths

Gorgan

9 November 2018

2 injuries

Sardasht/West
Azerbaijan
Oman Sea

1 death
1 injury
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